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Abstract—On the premise of meeting functional 
requirements, the performance of web service composition 
is key to customers. Therefore, performance modeling of 
web service composition has been an important research 
direction of reengineering. Time coloured Petri net (TCPN) 
can not only establish a simulation model for system 
behaviour, but also extract or collect many performance 
analysis results from the model combined with predefined 
data monitors, which can satisfy user demands for the 
performance of QOS, and solve the problems which 
stochastic process algebra and queue network suffer when 
analyzing system performance. 
 
Index Terms —TCPN, modeling, performance analysis 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

With the continuous development of computer 
technology, constructing the loosely coupled collaborat- 
ive software system, which can flexibly integrates 
program or legacy system distributing  in heterogeneous 
environment, has become an important research field of 
software engineering. Service oriented computing (SOC) 
appear in order to solve above problems. And web 
service has become one of the most important computing 
resources on the Internet. Meanwhile, along with the its 
combination standards and technology continuing to 
develop, web service has been the core technology of 
SOC[2]. 

Web service is based on the Internet and independent 
on development environment. As long as following web 
service architecture, they can be integrated and called by 
each other. 

Web service has the following characteristics. 
• Good encapsulation 
To the users, it can only see the list of functions 

provided by web service. 
• Loosely coupled 
For the enterprise application, web service provides a 

loosely coupled and distributed computing environment 
which is independent on any platform and language. 

• Standard protocols 
Web service’s functions are described by the standard 

WSDL. Communication protocols between services uses 
SOAP. And web service agent center uses the universal 

description, discovery and integration protocol UDDI. 
According to application requirements, web service 

composition may consist of many autonomous web 
services, thus it may provide new, more powerful and 
value-added functions. 

The methods of web services composition are parted 
into following categories. 
• Web service composition based on business 

processes. 
• Web service composition based on workflow. 
The working pattern of web service composition is 

similar as workflow, such as, Business Process 
Execution Language for Web Services(BPEL4WS), 
Bussiness Process Modeling Language(BPML) and 
W3C’s Web Services Choreography Definition 
Language(WS-CDL). 

• Web service composition based on formal method. 
This approach utilizes mathematics model and formal 

tools to describe web service composition. Petri net is a 
formal model of concurrency. Process algebra is formal 
language, which can describe and reason process 
behaviour. Famous process algebra includes Milner’s 
Calculus of Communication System(CCS), Hoare’s 
Calculus of Sequential Process(CSP) and Pi calculus 
etc[8][9]. 
• Web service composition based on artificial 

intelligence[1]. 
This method mainly uses planning algorithm of 

artificial intelligence for web service composition[12]. 
• Hierarchical Task Network(HTN) planning 
It uses OWL-S as a web service description language, 

and form a composition service through the method of 
task decomposition. 

• Situation Calculus 
It belongs to the first-order logic language 

programming method. And it is the formal predicate 
calculus of state, action and state results. 

• Rule-Based planning 
Using the rules to determine whether two services can 

be combined. 
• theorem proving method 
It uses a linear logic (LL) method of theorem proving 

to achieve semantic web service composition. 
On the premise of meeting functional requirements, 

the performance of service composition is important to a Project number: science research project of Inner Mongolia University  
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system, which may reflect web service composition’s 
quality[6][11]. 

There are two main methods for performance 
evaluation of web service composition. 

• method of experiment bed 
Experiment bed need build a real system, and it 

directly obtains performance indexes or parameters from 
monitoring procedures or instrument to predict the 
performance of a system through the statistical methods. 
Its main drawback is that construction of a real system 
would be expensive and cost more time. 

• modeling method 
The method analyzes the performance of a system by 

establishing its simulation model. It can not only analyze 
the performance of an existing system but also carry out 
performance prediction of a system that does not yet 
exist, at the same time which can find and correct the 
defects of design early. Using Pi calculus, queue network 
and Petri net, this research method mainly sets up 
simulation model evaluating system performances by 
means of qualitative and quantitative analysis[13].  

The qualitative model mainly reflects logical structure 
and operation mechanism. It chiefly includes automaton, 
process communication process (CSP), communication 
calculus system (CCS), UML and Petri net etc. 
Quantitative model mainly describes the quantity indexes 
of system performance. It basically includes stochastic 
process algebra, queue theory and Markov processes, 
timed Petri nets and stochastic Petri net[15]. 

Pi calculus analyzes system performance basically by 
Markov chain, however, which cannot solve the problem 
of “state space explosion”. 

Only if it has product solution, queue network does 
not exist “state space explosion” problem. But for the 
discrete-event queue model, it really has not the product 
solution, which is easy to appear “state space 
explosion”[10]. 

Similarly, stochastic Petri net has strong ability of 
describing model, but with the complexity increasing, 
there is still “state space explosion” problem[7]. 

Timed Colored Petri net combines Petri net,   
programming language and time together, which 
improves the abilities of processing data and time. At the 
same time, it introduces the concept of color of token, 
the constraints for the arcs and transitions, which can 
reduce the complexity of model. By these approaches, it 
effectively solves the “state space explosion” problem, 
and by powerful Petri net simulation tools it can directly 
extract and analyze experiment data from the model for 
performance analysis. Therefore, it is widely used in the 
performance analysis of a large and complex web service  
composition[4][16]. 

The basic performance indexes of web service 
composition mainly include the followings. 

• response delay 
It is the time interval between request sent by user and 

obtaining service. 
• response time 

It is the time interval between a request of web service 
composition sent by user and the response received by 
user. 

• response per second 
In the non-idle state(i.e., the load of web service 

composition is not zero), it is the numbers that web 
service composition responds to the request per second. 

• system capacity 
In the non-idle state, it is the maximum number of 

web service composition responds to the request per 
second, i.e., the maximum of response per second. 

• system bandwidth 
A web service composition can transmit the number of 

bytes per second. 
• maximum stable connections 
When the performance is relatively stable and there is 

no obvious decline, a web service composition can 
support the maximal number of simultaneous 
connections. 

II.  RELATED THEORY KNOWLEDGE 

A. Formal Definition of TCPN 
Timed Colored Petri net that is based on classical Petri 

net introduces two parameters, i.e., color and time 
respectively. By color concept, different kinds of data 
can be imported. And with time parameter, the delay in 
web service composition is simulated[3][5]. 

A TCPN is seven tuples TCPN=(P, T, F, C, G, A, Dt) 
satisfying the requirements below [14] . 

• (P, T, F) is a basic net. 
• C is a colour set that is finite set of non-empty,   
  ∀p∈P, C(p) is a token color set of place p, 
  ∀ t∈T, C(t) is a token color set of transition t. 
• A is an arc expression function. 
• G is a guard function. It is defined from T into 

expression such that. 
∀t∈T. Type(G(t))∈Boolean, G(t)=null, Type(G(t)) 

=true.  
• Dt is time delay function. It can be defined in an 

arc and also be defined in a transition. 

B. Dynamic Properties of Time Coloured Petri Net 
When modeled by a TCPN, web service composition 

is analyzed and verified by dynamic properties. 
• Reachability Property 
Definition 1. Let (TCPN,M0) time Coloured Petri Net, 

fire sequence σ=t1t2…tn, the sequence of states and 
transitions M0t1M1t2…tnMn and from (TCPN,M0) a set of 
all possible fire sequence L(TCPN,M0) or L(M0) be 
given. 

Using fire sequence σ, the state Mn is reachable from 
M0, i.e., M0[σ>Mn, iif. 

 σ= t1t2…tn∈L(M0) and M0t1M1t2…tnMn exists. 
And all reachable states from M0 are labeled as 

R(PN,M0) or R(M0). 
• Boundedness Property       
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